**Revolution Brewing**

Revolution Brewing is a brewery in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded as a brewpub in 2010 on Milwaukee Avenue in the Logan Square neighborhood. A separate production brewery, with canning and bottling lines and a tap room, opened in 2012 about a mile from the brewpub, on Kedzie Avenue in the Avondale neighborhood.

**Anti-Hero IPA-Draft**

This iconic ale features a blend of Citra, Crystal, Centennial, and Chinook to create a crisp clean bitterness and imparts massive floral and citrus aromas. The Warrior hop is also used to add additional bitterness to the brew.

**Fist City Chicago Pale Ale**

A Pale Ale brewed with an abundant amount of 2 row and red wheat with the addition of specialty malt for a beautiful golden hue. Fist City has hints of citrus and grapefruit notes with a solid malt backbone to smooth the light bite of hops. This Chicago Pale Ale is meant to be a supremely drinkable brew for those who love hops. Magnificent California hop aromas play in perfect harmony with this beer's extremely satisfying finish.

**Rev Pils Chicago Pilsner**

A Chicago Pilsner. Brewed traditionally German, with a slightly American approach. All German hops and malts come together for an exceptionally clean, crisp pilsner.

**Rev. Seasonal Selection Summer: Sun Crusher**

A crushable ale to celebrate the end of winter and rejoice the coming of warm weather! This American Wheat Ale is brewed with Apollo and Amarillo hops, with a dry-hop blend of Crystal, Amarillo, and Mosaic, resulting in a mellow bitterness and pronounced flowery and citrus aromas.

**Right Bee Cider**

Boy meets girl. Boy makes cider to woo girl. Now he's right beside her. Right Bee Cider. What started as a romantic gesture grew into Chicago's first cidery, owned and operated by a local husband-and-wife team. Small batches, small business, and a ton of love sent your way with every sip.

**Right Bee Cider Cider**

Locally made cider by a Chicago husband and wife duo, all natural. Cider is crisp, dry and refreshing. No synthetic or artificial sweeteners whatsoever. Ingredients include: apples, organic cane sugar, local honey. Cider is unfiltered and gluten-free.

**CHICAGO BREWS Package**

Enhance your private cruise. Upgrade your bar package for $4 per person.

Prices applicable to 11.75% tax and 22% service charge. Please call 847.358.1330 for additional information.